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FROM THE EDITOR
Thomas P. Flint
I am pleased to announce that, beginning with the fall semester of 2012, 
the new Associate Editor of Faith and Philosophy is David Hunt, Professor 
of Philosophy at Whittier College.
David, who was on leave in 2011–2012 with a Templeton Big Questions 
in Free Will fellowship, is a well-known and universally respected figure 
in current debates in philosophy of religion, one who has long served as a 
valuable referee (and member of the Board of Editorial Consultants) for the 
journal. I have benefitted enormously from his counsel over many years, 
and I am extremely grateful to David for accepting this new position.
David is (I believe) the second person to serve as Associate Editor of 
Faith and Philosophy; my colleague Fred Freddoso held the position during 
the years that Philip Quinn edited the journal. The need for us to return to 
this earlier editorial model has become increasingly evident to me as the 
number of submissions to the journal has continued to grow each year. 
I am very grateful to the Executive Committee of the Society of Christian 
Philosophers for approving this appointment, and particularly thankful for 
the crucial role played by the Society’s President, Peter van Inwagen. With-
out their generous support, this appointment would not have been actual. 
